PHASE 3

Dashboard / Smart Pages

mini graphs as on start page

(specialized minimalistic versions of graphs,
single parameter to customize link to
larger graph with more details and
customization options)

Customize

Slot 1: Clients from 1m
○ keep
○ remove
○ move to top
○ move to bottom

Slot 4: (empty)
○ leave empty
○ add

parameters

\[ cda \]  (clients direct all)

\[ cdc=ir \]  (clients direct countyiran)

\[ p=30 \]  (period = past 30 days)

limited choices: 14, 30, 90, 180?
**CHANGES TO GRAPH PAGES**

- add more documentation (like new stats Q+R) to graph pages
- move data pages to single data page
- use R-data everywhere to improve response time
- combine graphs by adding new parameters and merging R code: 22 → 7 graphs
- make table pages obsolete by integrating them into graph pages
- introduce "namespace" for parameters, so that a "version" parameter can mean something different for relays (for version) than for clients (IP version), yet use the parameter name "version"
- Query system that returns a set of graphs, rather than just 1 graph
- all graphs related to $city
- all graphs related to $transport
- or: list of graphs the use wants

Store events in events.csv, merge into Relata

Store auto-generated censorship events (up/dwn) in same events.csv, display if needed

different data sources/graph lines/mini-graphs
- directly connecting users from country $t
  - w/events as dots
  - w/events + range (?)